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Active Matter Clusters at Interfaces
Katherine Copenhagen and Ajay Gopinathan*

University of California Merced, Merced, CA, USA

Collective and directed motility or swarming is an emergent phenomenon displayed by
many self-organized assemblies of active biological matter, such as clusters of embryonic
cells during tissue development, cancerous cells during tumor formation and metastasis,
colonies of bacteria in a biofilm, or even flocks of birds and schools of fish at the
macro-scale. Such clusters typically encounter very heterogeneous environments. What
happens when a cluster encounters an interface between two different environments has
implications for its function and fate. Here, we study this problem by using a mathematical
model of a cluster that treats it as a single cohesive unit that moves in two dimensions by
exerting a force/torque per unit area whose magnitude depends on the nature of the local
environment. We find that low speed (overdamped) clusters encountering an interface
with a moderate difference in properties can lead to refraction or even total internal
reflection of the cluster. For large speeds (underdamped), where inertia dominates, the
clusters showmore complex behaviors crossing the interface multiple times and deviating
from the predictable refraction and reflection for the low velocity clusters. We then present
an extreme limit of the model in the absence of rotational damping where clusters can
become stuck spiraling along the interface or move in large circular trajectories after
leaving the interface. Our results show a wide range of behaviors that occur when
collectively moving active biological matter moves across interfaces and these insights
can be used to control motion by patterning environments.

Keywords: collective motion, interfaces, environmental heterogeneity, cell clusters, active matter

1. INTRODUCTION

Swarming is a widespread biological phenomenon characterized by long range order emerging in
a system from local interactions between agents (Sumpter, 2005), such as a swarm of flies (Okubo
and Chiang, 1974; Kelley and Ouellette, 2013), or flock of birds (Bialek et al., 2014). Typically, a
group of individual organisms self-organize to form a cohesive cluster with directed motility in a
spontaneously chosen consensus direction, for example, a school of fish (Herbert-Read et al., 2011),
cluster of cells during tumor growth, tissue development and repair (Szabó et al., 2006; Méhes and
Vicsek, 2014), or herd of wildebeests (Gueron and Levin, 1993). These types of swarming systems
will often encounter a change in the environment, such as a flock of birds flying into a cloud or
area of lower air temperature, or a cluster of tumor cells invading different tissue types (Friedl
et al., 2012). Single cells have been shown to change their speed and direction when crossing sharp
interfaces (Dokukina and Gracheva, 2010). Swarms can also use collective dynamics to find and
localize themselves to preferred niches or microenvironments. For example, it has been observed
that golden shiners, Notemigonus crysoleucas, which prefer low lighting, will spend more time in
dark areas if it is part of a school due to cooperative sensing capabilities of the group (Berdahl et al.,
2013). Bacteria have also been shown to take less time to reach a target in the presence of noisy
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chemical concentration gradients in the environment when they
are part of a cluster (Shklarsh et al., 2011). Also Escherichia coli
clusters modify their own environment by secreting chemicals to
create an environmental change between the inside and outside
of the cluster in order to trap the E. coli and maintain clus-
tering behaviors (Mittal et al., 2003). It is, therefore, important
to understand the effects of spatial environmental changes on
a cohesive swarming group. In this paper, we investigate finite
swarming clusters moving through heterogeneous environments
where agents change their speeds by exerting different forces
within each environment. Such changes could arise from the
agent’s sensing and response to a variety of environmental factors,
such as temperature, substrate stiffness, or chemical composition.
So, how is the path that a swarm takes affected by the presence of
a boundary between different environments, and how does that
depend on the properties of the cluster and the environmental
change?

Agent based models (Vicsek et al., 1995) and hydrodynamic
continuum models (Toner and Tu, 1998) have been used with
great success to model natural collective systems (Couzin and
Krause, 2003; Sumpter, 2005), and reveal phases and transitions
that emerge from the active, far from equilibrium nature of these
systems (Couzin et al., 2002; Guillaume and Chate, 2004). Agent
based models are implemented by defining a set of interactions
and update rules for individuals and then letting the system evolve
in time, such systems show phase transitions driven by a wide
variety of quantities, including noise, density (Vicsek and Zafeiris,
2012), environmental disorder (Chepizhko et al., 2013), behav-
ioral heterogeneities (McCandlish et al., 2012; Baglietto et al.,
2013), and cohesive interaction details (Gazi and Passino, 2004;
D’Orsogna et al., 2006). They have also been used to study how
swarms use cooperation to achieve specific goals that are useful to
biological systems, such as cooperative decision making (Couzin
et al., 2005), agent segregation (Belmonte et al., 2008), and obstacle
avoidance (Quint and Gopinathan, 2015). Hydrodynamic contin-
uum models, on the other hand, do not treat each agent as an
individual, but instead study an average alignment and density
profile within the system (Toner et al., 2005). Hydrodynamic
swarming models have established active matter as a type of non-
equilibrium complex fluid (Toner and Tu, 1995; Marchetti et al.,
2013) andprovided a unified framework to study phase transitions
(Levine et al., 2000; Toner et al., 2005), instabilities (Bertin et al.,
2009), and pattern formation (Liu et al., 2013) in active systems.

To answer the question of swarms crossing from one environ-
ment to another, we utilize a simplified model for a swarm that
assumes a polarized ordered state with velocities correlated across
the system (Cavagna et al., 2010) and finite system size, which
allows us to examine the overall behaviors of the swarm crossing
an interface without necessitating details about individual agent
motion as in agent based models, or infinite system sizes as in
hydrodynamic models. We consider a swarm as a single cohesive
disk-shaped unit, or cluster, each individual agent within the
swarm manifests as a force per unit area applied to the disk in
the direction of polarization. We then allow the cluster to cross an
interface between two differing environments where the portion
of the swarm in each environment may apply stronger or weaker
forces to the cluster depending on the substrate, resulting in a

torque and, therefore, a curved trajectory. We can then map the
trajectories of the cluster and measure the resulting relationships
between the cluster motion before and after crossing the interface.
We find four categories for cluster behavior that depend on two
important cluster parameters. The two important parameters are
cluster speed, i.e., low speed (overdamped) vs. high speed (under-
damped) clusters, and the ratio of the rotational damping to trans-
lational friction. It is to be noted that though a prescribed amount
of rotational damping arises from the translational friction on the
disk, the ratio is a parameter that could be smaller (or bigger)
depending on whether the cluster exerts torques to maintain (or
resist) rotation.

Our model has predictive capabilities for determining the
curved path of a cell cluster at an interface between substrates. The
results of which could be extended to suggest possible methods of
patterning substrates to direct cell cluster motion. Other regimes
of our model provide insight into the behaviors of faster swarms,
such as bird flocks and fish schools, moving between heteroge-
neous environments. Finally, for swarms that exert torques to
maintain turning, we show that swarms can display circular paths
and trapping at interfaces.

2. THE MODEL

We use a mathematical model for a swarming cluster (Figure 1)
that treats it as a single cohesive unit that moves on a two
dimensional substrate by exerting a force per unit area in some
cluster polarization direction (at an angle Φ with respect to the
positive x-axis). We then examine a single cluster moving across
an interface between two different substrates where the area of
the cluster contained on substrate 1 (shown in light green above
the solid horizontal line in Figure 1) exerts a force per unit area
of f 1 and the portion on substrate 2 (shown by the dark green
area in Figure 1) exerts a force per unit area of f 2. The force
applied on the cluster by every portion of the cluster is in the direc-
tion of polarization with a magnitude that depends on the areas

FIGURE 1 | View from above showing the two regions: one above (light
green) and the other below (dark green), the interface between two
different substrates shown in light and dark blue, respectively. Each
region of the cluster propels itself along the polarization direction (n̂ at an
angle of Φ with the positive x-axis) with a force per unit area of f1 for the top
region and f2 for the bottom region. The cluster center is at a height Y above
the interface (in the diagram shown, Y is negative because the center of the
cluster is below the interface).
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within each substrate and the substrate dependent forces. The
cluster also experiences a friction-like damping force resisting
translational motion. Utilizing these details, we can calculate a
force on the cluster at any height Y above a horizontal substrate
interface (See Supplementary Material for details).

If the cluster is polarized at an angle that is not normal to the
interface, there is an asymmetry of the forces on either side of the
interface, which results in a torque on the direction of polarization
of the cluster that in turn rotates the direction of the force on the
cluster and can result in a curved trajectory or a bend in the path of
the cluster as it crosses the interface. This torque can be calculated
from the force per unit area of the cluster on each substrate
along with the distance from the cluster center. From the derived
expressions for force and torque (see Supplementary Material),
we can find the non-dimensionalized equations of motion for
the cluster shown in equations 1–3, where v1 and v2 are the
equilibrium speeds of the cluster in the top and bottom substrates,
respectively, and C is the ratio of the angular damping to the
translational friction on the disk. In the non-dimensionalized
forms of the equations shown below, the translational/frictional
damping constant is incorporated into the equilibrium speeds v1
and v2.

d2Φ

dT2 =
4
3π

√
1 − Y2(1 + Y2)(v2 − v1) cos(Φ)− CdΦ

dT (1)

d2X
dT2 =

(
1/2(v1 + v2) + 1/π(v1 − v2)(arcsin(Y)

+ Y
√

1 − Y2)
)
cos(Φ)− dX

dT (2)

d2Y
dT2 =

(
1/2(v1 + v2) + 1/π(v1 − v2)(arcsin(Y)

+ Y
√

1 − Y2)
)
sin(Φ)− dY

dT (3)

We can then use finite difference methods to solve these equa-
tions of motion and examine the system subjected to different
substrates and initial conditions. In the model, the unit of length
is set by the cluster radius, and the unit of time is set by the
time taken for the cluster to accelerate from rest to the fraction
(1− 1/e) ~ 0.63 of its equilibrium speed. The active nature of the
system allows the angular damping and translational friction to
not be equal, implying C ̸= 1. Physically we can expect C> 1 for
situations when swarms exert torques to resist turning, and C< 1
for cases where swarms exert torques to maintain or persist in
turning as seen in systems, such as the persistent turning walker
model for Kuhlia Mugil fish (Gautrais et al., 2009). How, then,
does the incident angle and ratio of equilibrium speeds in each
substrate affect the transmitted angle of the swarm? What is the
effect of exerted torques that promote turning?

3. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the four characteristic trajectories for limits of
the two important parameters: low velocities (overdamped, fric-
tion dominated behaviors), high velocities (underdamped, iner-
tia dominated behaviors), and clusters with angular damping
(C> 0). At the end, we consider a special limiting case where
C= 0, relevant/applicable to agents that apply torques to promote

turning that exactly cancel out any angular damping, resulting in
unique cluster behaviors.

3.1. Cluster Trajectories
The overall behaviors of the cluster in the presence of angular
damping fall into two different categories: refraction/reflection
(Figure 3A), and large sweeping curves (Figure 3B). In both
cases, the direction that the cluster actively propels itself in (n̂ at
angleΦ) can only accelerate due to torques experienced while it is
in contact with the interface. This means that while the cluster is
on a single substrate, the angular speed of n̂ can only decrease due
to rotational damping.

In the low velocity cases (v1 = 0.01 in Figure 3A), friction
dominates the cluster motion and the cluster moves in a direction
parallel to the active propulsion of the cluster (⃗v||n̂) at nearly all
times. In this friction dominated limit, the system can refract or
reflect off of the interface and only comes into contact with the
interface once allowing us to measure the incident and refracted
angle and make predictions about the behaviors and interactions
of the cluster with an interface.

The high velocity case (v1 = 5 in Figure 3B) is characterized
by the fact that the cluster’s translational inertia dominates the
direction of cluster motion (⃗v), for an extended period of time
after crossing the interface. In this high velocity case, as the
cluster leaves the interface, it will move in a direction that is not
necessarily parallel to the direction of n̂, resulting in the apparent
angular acceleration away from the interface. However, after some
time the system will reach equilibrium where v⃗||n̂ and the cluster
will move in a straight line in some well defined direction. In
this case, the momentum of the cluster carries it away from the
interface even if the direction of n̂ is such that the cluster should
be propelled toward the interface meaning that the cluster can
rotate and return to the interface a finite number of times before
reaching a stable straight trajectory within a single substrate. This
high velocity (inertia dominated) case could model the motion of
a bird flock crossing an interface between hotter and colder air
where their momentum will continue to carry the flock in one
direction and the speed and trajectory will gradually stabilize as
the flock adjusts to the new environment, potentially traveling in
a different direction from that with which it entered.

3.2. Refraction and Reflection
at an Interface
In this section, we examine the case where the velocity on
each substrate is low enough that friction dominates, and the
cluster experiences rotational damping (C> 0). The cluster in
this regime is representative of slow moving natural swarming
systems, including cell clusters, and bacteria swarms. A cluster
approaching an interface at an angle will begin to turn when it
comes into contact with the interface and when contact with the
interface is lost it will travel in a straight line in a new direc-
tion. We can then measure the resulting angle and the incident
angle (labeled θf and θ0, respectively, in Figure 2) and compare
them to the velocity ratio on the two substrates. To do this, we
plot the ratio of the sines of the refracted and incident angles
against the ratio of the equilibrium velocities on each substrate.
Figure 4A shows the relationship between these ratios for many
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FIGURE 2 | Representative trajectories of the system in each of the four limiting behaviors of the system. In all four cases, v1 = 2v2.

A B

FIGURE 3 | Example trajectories of the cluster, each color is a different incident angle where the incoming cluster is shown by the straight lines
entering from the left of each plot (x<0) directed toward the origin, and the clusters are in contact with the interface, which is at y=0 (maroon
dashed line), when the trajectory is within the orange band. The substrate on the bottom half (y<0) has twice the equilibrium speed as the top substrate
(v2 = 2v1) in both cases. (A) For low speeds, where friction dominates cluster motion, the cluster curves while it is in contact with the interface (orange band), and
once it leaves the interface it has a well defined straight path along some rotated polarization direction. (B) High velocities, when inertia dominates, result in the
cluster starting to curve when it comes into contact with the interface and then large sweeping curves away from the interface as the momentum of the cluster
causes it to persist along the previous direction before gradually adjusting to the new substrate.
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A B

FIGURE 4 | (A) The ratios of the sines of the incident (θ0) and refracted (θf) angles plotted against the ratios of the equilibrium speeds in each material, with
v1 = 0.001. The vertical lines show the value of velocity ratio where the refracted angle would become >π/2, resulting in a reflection, for each initial angle shown in the
legend. When the cluster is reflected (right side of the vertical dashed lines), the horizontal line at sinθf /sinθ0 = 1 shows that the reflected angle is equal to the
incident angle. (B) The angle that the trajectory makes (with respect to the normal to the interface) on the faster (θfast ) and slower (θslow) substrates for a cluster
moving from the slower substrate to the faster one was shown in blue, and the similar angles for a cluster moving from the faster to the slower substrate were shown
in red dashed line. In both these cases, v1 = 0.001 and v2 = 0.002, and C= 1.

initial angles (see legend), along with a fit line to the numerical
data for the refraction angle that leads to the predicted reflections.
Applying a similar fit to systems with different values of C leads
to the relationship shown in equation 4. This relation bears a
remarkable resemblance to Snell’s law for optical paths except
with an exponent of 0.87/C instead of unity. Additionally, when
moving from a slower substrate to a faster one, the cluster will
be reflected off the interface if the transmitted angle should be
π/2 or greater, i.e., total internal reflection. The velocity ratio
where reflection should begin to occur is shown as vertical dashed
lines for different incident angles according to the color legend.
The predicted reflections align well with the plotted data, where
the ratio of the sines for each incident angle begins to reflect at the
same point as the vertical dashed lines. The reflection is shown by
the horizontal dashed line at 1, which implies that the reflected
angle is equal to the incident angle beyond the velocity ratio that
would result in θf >π/2.

sin θ2
sin θ1

=
(v2
v1

)0.87/C
(4)

The trajectories of these clusters are also reversible in time as
can be seen in Figure 4B that shows the cluster trajectory angle
with respect to normal on the faster substrate plotted against the
angle of the trajectory on the slower substrate. The blue solid
line shows the case where the cluster is moving from the slower
substrate onto the faster one, and drops down to the diagonal line
when reflection begins to occur. The red dashed line shows the
angles for the faster to slower case. The overlap of these two curves
shows that whether moving from faster to slower or vice versa
the angles depend only on the substrates and angles and not
on the initial substrate of the cluster. The refraction of the cluster
into the slower medium while approaching at a large angle from
the fastermedium is similar to the reported behavior of the golden
shiners that collectively turn into darker regions where they move
slower (Berdahl et al., 2013).

3.3. Fast Swarms and Swarms with
Exerted Torques to Promote Turning
In the case where the velocity on each substrate is high enough for
inertia to dominate cluster motion, the cluster will still adjust its
direction as it passes through the interface but its ownmomentum
will carry it straight across the interface before slowly adjusting its
angle depending on the rotations caused by the interface that we
can see qualitatively in Figure 3B. This results in the cluster often
returning to the interface and interacting with it multiple times
making the refracted angle vary from the predictionsmade for the
friction dominated case.

Figure 5 shows the ratio of the incident and refracted angles of
clusters versus the ratio of velocities scaled by angular damping
similar to Figure 4A. In this plot, the collapse at low velocities for
different values ofC is shown by the shapes of themarkers,C= 0.5
for the circles, C= 1 (rotational damping arising from transla-
tional friction only) for the triangles andC= 2 for the squares, the
shapes and color legend are consistent across all four plots shown.
We can see that at high velocities, the reflected angle varies greatly
from the low velocity case where reflected angle was equal to inci-
dent angle. This is due to the fact that the cluster passes through
the interface before turning around and then passes through the
interface again resulting inmultiple interactions with the interface
and final reflected angles that do not relate in a well defined way
to the incident angles. The refracted angle also differs from the
low velocity case due to the effects of momentum and inertia at
high velocities, the trajectories become complicated and cease to
follow a well defined relationship. This behavior could be related
to the complex fluid-like motions of starling flocks as they swoop
and change directions in large arcing trajectories, possibly due to
changing environments from flying over trees or through different
altitudes and air temperatures.

Finally, we consider a special case of a swarm that actively
promotes rotations by exerting a torque that exactly cancels out
any rotational resistance from friction-like damping (resulting in
C= 0). In this case, two very different behaviors emerge. The first
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FIGURE 5 | The ratios of the sines of the initial and final trajectory angles measured with respect to the normal to the interface. The velocity on the top
substrate (v1) is labeled for each plot and the color legend for incident angle is consistent across all four plots. Squares are for C= 2, triangles for C= 1, and circles
for C=0.5. The diagonal line is a fit for the low velocity case and the vertical lines are predicted values for the reflections to begin for each incident angle shown by
color according to the legend.

A B

FIGURE 6 | (A) Trajectories for the C= 0 case with low velocities. v1 = 0.001 and v2 = 0.002, the incident trajectories are the straight lines coming from the left.
(B) Same as (A) but for the high velocity case where v1 =5 and v2 = 10. The cluster is in contact with the interface while the trajectory is shown in the orange band.

is in the low velocity case where friction dominates the transla-
tional motion, though angular momentum is always important
due to the fact that C= 0 independent of velocity. In this case, the
cluster will again begin to rotate as it crosses the interface, and
experience no angular acceleration once it loses contact with the

interface; however, it will continue to rotate along a circular curve
and return to the interface some time later. This causes the cluster
to become trapped at the interface by always rotating around and
returning to the interface without being able to escape as seen in
Figure 6A. The second case is for high velocities where the inertia
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of the cluster will carry it past the interface and it may return to
the interface or escape but the initial crossing of the interface starts
the cluster rotating and the cluster will move in a circle somewhere
away from the interface typically on the slower substrate as seen
in Figure 6B.

4. DISCUSSION

Collective directed motility is a phenomenon that is widespread
in biological systems, including cell clusters during tissue devel-
opment and tumor formation, as well as bacterial biofilms and
flocks of birds. In these types of systems, it is reasonable to
assume that clusters of collectively moving agents move through
changing environments, be it a change in air temperature, stiffness
in substrate, or any other change that could result in speed change.
We have used a model that treats a swarming cluster as a single
cohesive unit with a preferred direction to examine the effects of a
swarmmoving across an interface between two environments due
to a change in speed that occurs in each separate environment.

We found that clusters can display different broad behaviors.
The most applicable of which is for slow moving swarms with
some angular damping. In this case, a swarming cluster approach-
ing an interface at an angle will undergo some form of refraction
or reflection resulting in a new direction that is predictable by a
simple relationship between incident and refracted angle and the
ratio of the equilibrium speeds on each substrate. Clusters in this
regime can also display total internal reflection at the predictable
angle where the refraction angle would exceed π/2. This regime
of our model could represent cell clusters on changing substrates
and our predictions could be used to pattern a substrate to direct
cluster motion along a desired path.

When the velocities of the cluster are increased on both
substrates, the trajectories gradually diverge from the predicted
refraction angles and reflections found for low velocities where
friction dominates cluster motion. This is due to the inertia of the
clusters carrying it quickly across the interface with the inability of
the cluster to change directions at a comparable rate. As the cluster
velocities continue to increase, the trajectories become sensitive
to initial conditions and rotational damping due to the cluster
interacting multiple times with the interface or spending less time
in contact with the interface than necessary for the cluster to adjust
its direction according to the torques present. These kinds of
clusters display broad sweeping curved trajectories away from the
interface and could provide insight into the impressive collective

motion seen in starling flocks and fast moving fish schools, such
as sardines.

In the special case where the cluster experiences no angular
damping, possibly due to swarms exerting a torque that counter-
acts the friction-like resistance that is present in the translational
motion, the cluster will either become stuck on the interface for
low velocities or stabilize in circular trajectories on a single sub-
strate for high velocities. These types of behaviorsmay be desirable
for certain systems, and our predictions could be used to engineer
cell clusters, or robot algorithms to follow desired paths. Trapping
a cell cluster on an interface could be useful for separating cells or
subjecting them to specific conditions that could then be applied
at the interface more easily to cell clusters as individual cells will
not display the same kinds of collective modes at an interface.
Cell cluster motion has been shown to be controllable by hard
boundaries (Doxzen et al., 2013), and our results suggest that a
similar strategy could be used with softer substrate interfaces that
can be crossed to manipulate cell cluster behaviors.

Our results show possible predictive capabilities for slow mov-
ing clusters, such as cells or bacteria moving across changing
substrates, as well as possible insight into ongoing questions,
such as the behaviors of starling flocks and fish schools as they
spiral and curve while they span and cross interfaces between
changing environments. Additionally our results suggest possible
mechanisms for directing collective systems by way of changing
environmental conditions.
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